
NUMECENT AND TAI SOFTWARE PARTNER FOR HIPAA COMPLIANT DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE 
AND HUMAN SERVICES SOFTWARE USING CLOUDPAGING  

Friction-free on-premises or cloud deployment of TAI Cares Platform  

June 25, 2013 – Irvine, CA – Numecent™, the cloudpaging innovator, today announced that 
it entered into a partnership with TAI Software to deploy cloudpaging for HIPAA compliant 

HealthCare and Human Services solutions.  

Numecent’s groundbreaking cloudpaging technology enables TAI Software to rapidly 

Cloudify and optionally SaaSify their Microsoft® Windows®-based applications and deliver 

them from their TAI CARES platform almost instantly, with zero installation on the client 

devices. By deploying cloudpaging, TAI Software is able to offer friction-free on-premises 

or cloud delivery options with a much reduced support footprint and without requiring any 

changes to their existing applications.  

The partnership between the companies expands TAI Software’s offerings to state 

governments, local governments and healthcare/human services organizations by offering 

cost effective virtualization of electronic record and administrative systems. This approach 

will allow these organizations to realize the benefits of using sophisticated IT solutions that 

provide a secure and HIPAA compliant application at a reasonable cost.  

Mark Tidgewell, President of TAI Software stated, “TAI Software has confronted many 

environmental issues and code complexities as we deploy web centric products in the face 

of the myriad of web browser technologies and versions. We are very pleased to have 

Numecent as a partner. Their cloudpaging technology allows us to quickly deploy any 

application designed to work on a local area network without changing a single-line of 

source code. Cloudpaging works on standard web protocols and frees our customers from 

managing VPN connections or opening security threats on firewalls.”  

“We are delighted to be partnering with TAI Software who is a leader in their sector” said 

Paul Hacker, co-founder and VP of Business Development of Numecent. “Healthcare is an 

important vertical market for Numecent and with this partnership we are able to 
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accentuate the HIPAA compliant aspects of cloudpaging for friction-free delivery of 

healthcare applications”.  

TAI CARES is designed to provide a single consolidated platform for data warehousing, 

program support, and reporting for the Offices of Mental Health including Crisis 

Intervention, Development Disabilities, Early Intervention, HealthChoices and Children, 

Youth and Family Services, Substance Abuse and Aging.  

TAI CARES is a secure HIPAA compliant Electronic Health Record (EHR) and case 

management platform, providing comprehensive information and a single workflow for 

documenting plans, managing contracts, generating invoices, handling generation of 

HIPAA standard 837 claims and encounters, reconciliation of HIPAA standard 835 and 277 

files, and other tasks.  

Numecent’s cloudpaging technology allows TAI Software to deliver TAI CARES friction- free 

from the Cloud or on-premises and with or without subscription. The Cloud option is 

securely hosted by TAI Software and delivers TAI CARES to organizations that aren’t 

equipped with in-house servers or local IT. In addition to TAI Cares, cloudpaging will be 

offered on other TAI Software and third-party health care software in the future.  

About Tidgewell Associates, Inc.  
TAI Software (Tidgewell Associates Inc.) is a leader in the healthcare information 

technology field, providing a wide range of software solutions for Government Agencies, 

Insurance Companies, and Provider Agencies since 2002. TAI Software is a privately held 

corporation and currently operates in Maryland, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

and Florida. For more information, please visit www.taisoftware.com   

About Numecent  
Numecent is a fast-growing software and cloud-services company pioneering application 

delivery. Numecent’s Cloudpaging technology brings rapid, secure and friction free 

provisioning of native applications from the cloud through virtualization and 

containerization.    

Delivering solutions to Enterprise customers via the channel while also servicing Cloud 

providers and ISV’s, Numecent has delivered cloudified applications worldwide reducing the 

pain points for application delivery while helping lower application deployment costs.   
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Numecent was founded in 2008, and is headquartered in Irvine, California.  More 

information can be found at www.numecent.com 

All trademarks and registered trademarks previously cited are hereby recognized as the 

property of their respective owners 
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